casestudies*

denmark
project: Tinggarden
architect: Karsten Vilbild
location: Herfolge, Denmark
ownership: non-profit rental
constructed: 1984
no. of units: 90

timeline
> collective housing 1600 - 2000.
time

rational life

site plan variations:
a. pedestrian
b. courtyard
c. street + courtyard
d. one building
(glass covered street)

ideal home

More and Campanella

1600

Shakers

1800

Robert Owen
Charles Fornier
Oneida
Godins
familistère
US apartment
hotels

1900

Kibbutzim

European onekitchen units

holland
project: Het Hallenhuis

u.s.a.
project: Muir Commons

architect: Dolf FLoors
ownership: non-profit rental
constructed: 1984
no. of units: 53

architect: Dean Unger
ownership: condominium
constructed: 1991
no. of units: 26

Soviet collective housing
Scadinavian
kollectivhus
Swedish housing
for the elderly

Youth communities
Danish
cohousing

Swedish selfwork units

2000

Ecovillages

denmark
project: Savvaerket

KEY
private unit

main entrance

common space

private entrance

common
kitchen/dining

stair access to
additional units

semi-private
outdoor space

connection to
outdoors

architect: Tegnesturn Vandkunsten
location: Jystrup, Denmark
ownership: cooperative
constructed: 1977-84
no. of units: 21

sharedliving*
The groundbreaking Narkomfin
building built in 1929 by Moisei
Ginzburg uniquely used its spatial
order to stimulate a new form of
shared life. Each apartment included
private cooking and bathing facilities
with a communal pavilion linking
each dwelling via two internal
'streets'. The pavilion contained
canteen, gymnasium, library and
day nursery facilities, all surmounted
by a shared roof garden.
It pioneered new apartment layouts with the building's
cross-section revealing an innovative arrangement of
three split-level units interlock ing above and below
the two communal 'streets'; a composition that allowed
spacious units, each with a double-height living room,
to be arranged in dense configurations. This strategy
was later adopted by Le Corbusier in his Ville Radieuse
and Unité at Marseilles following a visit to the Narkomfin
site during construction.

householdsize*

female

retired

retired

children

15% =
121 variants

male

16% =
52 variants

Individual homes are created by merging smaller
units into larger collective user goups. As the project
develops links between adjacent dwellings merge
to create new diverse patterns of interactivity and
dependance. These dynamic social networks form
the basis for a new multilayered community system
that ultimately influence the topology of the dwelling.

1 adult
28% = 35% =
4 variants 18 variants

A grid calculating household size
and various combinations within
the city provides an initial point
of departure including a variety
of homes with a limit of 4 persons
each. These sets establish a
foundation for social evolutions.

2 adult male variants:
> co-habiting gays
> father with son
> 2 brothers
> 2 students

size
> UK household 1995 - 2005.
5%
5 persons
15%
4 persons

1%
6+ persons

28%
1 person

16%
3 persons
35%
2 persons

2 adults

3 adults

4 adults

94% =
195 variants

householdtypes*
2
persons
3
persons

With 10% living in single parent households
traditional concepts of the family is noticably
evolving into other social arrangements. Retired
individuals and pensioners are still on the increase
but rather than placing them in care, alternative
solutions are being called for like the social
integration into more collective communities.

1 adult
1
person

63% of the UK population lives
in households consisting of 1
or 2 persons meaning todays
households are smaller than ever
and although 25% of children are
born out of wedlock marriage still
remains popular.

4
persons

male

female

retired

retired

children

tribes
> UK households 1995 - 2002.
13% single not retired
15% single and retired

28% singles!

29% married couple
29% married couple + 1 child
10% married couple + 2 children
14% married couple + 3 or more children
16% married couple + independent children
17% single parent + dependent children
13% single parent + independent children
13% 2 or more unrelated adults

couple + 2 children:
> dependent daughter
> mother not retired
> father not retired
2 adults

couple + independent child:
> independent son
> mother is retired
> father not retired

couple + 1 child:
> dependent daughter
> father is retired
> mother not retired
3 adults

4 adults

socialpatterns*
> open your house up to the street...
turn spare room into a home spa.

> increased longevity 20% older than 60
> extended education as people work later
> increasing economic dependence of women
> less people are getting married
> alternative lifestyles on the increase
> flexible corporate structures
> retirement occuring younger

> share your life...
solo is just a state of mind.

> evolving the household
the basic household has changed dramatically and
collective alternatives are quite commonplace,
expecially in Denmark where 3% is cohousing:

77%

nuclear families dominate:
although the nuclear family serves as an
essential platform for personal + emotional
life, the household family is more
introverted, less community connected.

> cohabitation of couples, with or without children
> assisted living, transitional homes and students
> reconfigured family due to 2nd marriage
> single people living with or without children

..
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increase of elderly:
> longer lifetimes.
> 21% population older than 60.
> 30% in next decade.
> early retirement.

65%

small households now the norm:
2 people = 35% of households.
1 person = 30% of households.
> female (older, 60% over 60).
> male (younger, 70% under 60).

single parent families are on the rise:
> single parents still not replaced nuclear families
> becoming an increasingly significant pattern.
> divorced/separated or single mother by choice.

21%

23%

> rent-a-gadget...
why buy when the next upgrade is free.

Current social patterns suggest
dramatic changes in what are
assumed to be genuine housing
requirements. As changes have
emerged increasing divisions have
resulted between rich and poor,
educated and uneducated,
young and old.

> community trends
a fragmentation of everyday life into a series of
separate spatial realms and isolated social setting
has given rise to a longing for the return of
homogeneous neighborhoods - a group of inhabitants
> co-creation
today the urban landscape hosts an infinite array
of individual lifestyles. The creative industries have
reacted to this new reality by offering co-creative
opportunities for the end user (smart cars, IT
customization and cell phones) and based on these
adaptive methods.aims to propose a new system
for collective architecture.

socialactivities*
Creating a hierachy of spaces from
private, semi-private and common
areas allow residents to choose
how public or private they want
to be at any given time making
transitions between spaces softer.
Ultimately the relationships
between the zones determine
how well it works. All activities
center around a community plaza
which provides residents with
multilayered social opportunities.

> semi-private to common with shared space there is
less need for territorial definitions and the relationships
between private homes and community areas can be
more relaxed that in other housing types.

> private to semi-private create a soft edge
between between private dwelling and semiprivate space increases the use of outside
space fourfold. The easier it is to step outside,
the more outdoors is used. Corridors, multiple
levels and doors should be avoided.

crafting...

> learning new skills

crafting

workshop

sexing

child
minding

childcare...

> fostering full lifecycle awareness

bathing
lounging

> private despite concern for community
and togetherness, people still spend the
vast majority of their time in intimate
private dwellings.

cooking

sleeping

services

eating

studying...
media room

> challenging the status quo

fitness area
studying

> community to public relations
between the development and outer
communities is vital, allowing an
extended use of faciltiies can avoid
insularity from neighbors.

gardening

excercising...

> returning to the body

activities
> private / semiprivate / shared.
outside community > wide area network
private > personal area network
semiprivate > local area network
shared hub > hybrid area network

> common areas provide a variety of needs from
seated areas of 4-6 to the community plaza
- each dwelling group to share outdoor picnic table
- sandboxes keep children in view and occupied
- community plaza area functions as front porch
- plaza must be within view from all dwellings

lounging...

> building new relationships

interactiveflow*
exclusive

As much of todays human interaction is electronically
mediationed, studies of social networks has become
inevitable. Information previously only be obtained through
mail, phone and surveys, is now readily available as a sideeffect of people leading digital lives.

+ business vs consumer
+ private vs public
+ young vs old

< < < becomes

> > >

inclusive

+ live/work lifestyles
+ public within private
+ collective sharing

craft
workshop

media room

childcare
services

social
lounge

By integrating traditional and
alternative household models the
project aims to establish a set of new
rules for shared households and
resources. This allows more social
interaction and more efficiency within
in the system - private activities now
emerge as public, creating a new
balance that maximises personal
space and encourages social
behaviour and interaction.
The ultimate aim is to dissolve psycho-physical
barriers beween live/work, public/private and old/new
to allow for a more diverse dynamic to encourage:

fitness
garden

> retired people to stay socially active
> student groups to share resources
> single parents affording child care
cooking
dining

male

female

activity flow

young workers

student groups

mixed families

single parents

gay couples

retired elderly

retired
male activity

retired

children
female activity

Enabled through platforms like blogs,
media sharing communties and
mobile technology offer unprecedented
collaborative and shared resources.

homeownership*

